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To improve Benchmark’s capability as an end-to-end
microfluidic solution provider, a cooperation has been

established with chip developer and manufacturer microLIQUID.
This cooperation enables us to bring our customers in touch
with experts for every aspect of a microfluidic system.
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electric connections. These different connection types can be
analyzed simultaneously.

In addition, Benchmark’s microfluidic platform is capable

blocks that can be applied according to our customers’ wishes.
Whether our customers are willing to push an established

innovation to the market or when it is solely research based,

Benchmark has the building blocks to provide a fitting solution.
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Touchscreen display

Research

Final design
The final device features a glossy white HDPE
body with a black glass panel facing the user.
Embedded within the glass are the display,
fingerprint-scanner, capacitive ON-button, and
the reagent slide. Slightly lower, embedded
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High volume production

In addition, Benchmark’s microfluidic platform is capable
As a recognized leader in outsourcing for high-complexity

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), Benchmark is an
expert in developing
Recess and
for producing
carrying high volume products.
Whenever the microfluidic system is ready for high volume

production, Benchmark translates the modular platform into a
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Benchmark’s dedicated design team works seamlessly with

In order to bring the endless possibilities and applications of

supply chain, operations, and manufacturing to develop

has to be done. Benchmark has developed an easy to use

single and multiple locations to ensure quality and go-to-market
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microfluidic systems to practice, lots of fundamental research

complete solutions. Customer designs are managed at both

platform to make sure researchers do not waste their precious

readiness.

of an easy to use micro-to-macro interface, our customer can
focus on doing the actual research. The easy to use micro-

Conclusion

to-macro interface is, therefore, ideally suited for research

Whether you’re doing fundamental microfluidic research,

purposes.

or developing your own point of care diagnostic system,
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time on the setup of peripheral hardware. While we take care
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Benchmark has the experience and tools to help you along.

While we take care of the micro-to-macro interface, you can
focus on your core specialty. Together we can explore the

Whenever your microfluidic diagnostics solution is ready

capabilities of microfluidics and develop products that lead

microfluidic platform can be deployed. This extension helps

information, please contact us at rienk.bijma@bench.com
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to better treatment and lower health care costs. For more
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